A project for astrometric and photometric observations of asteroids at the Baldone Observatory is described. One of the most important results of the project is the discovery of 2008 OS9, a 600 meter asteroid of the NEO Apollo group. The results of its astrometric and photometric observations at the Molėtai and Baldone observatories are presented. From the brightness variation with the 0.27 mag amplitude, a rotation period of 8.430 ± 0.005 h is determined. Close approaches of the asteroid to Earth and Venus during the next millenium are predicted. The mean values of secular changes in the semi-major axis, eccentricity and inclination are computed with and without the Yarkovsky and YORP effects. A negative value of the difference between the value of semimajor axis computed with the Yarkovsky and YORP effects and without them, da/dt, may indicate retrograde rotation of the asteroid.
INTRODUCTION
The asteroid project of the Baldone Observatory (IAU code 069, longitude 24.4041 E, latitude 56.7734 N, altitude 103 m) involves astrometric and photometric observations of the main belt asteroids and the newly discovered Near Earth Objects (NEOs), including their search. Astrometric CCD observations of asteroids at the Baldone Observatory were started in January of 2008, using the 0.80/1.20 m, f/3 Schmidt telescope with a ST-10XME 15 × 10 mm CCD camera (field of view 21 ′ × 14 ′ ), with a scale of 0.58 ′′ per pixel. The first three new asteroids were discovered at the beginning of AL86, 2008 AU101 and 2008 . During the sky survey close to the ecliptic 25 new asteroids were discovered in [2008] [2009] : 12 of them have multiple-apparition orbits, two are one opposition objects and 11 are one opposition objects with orbits of low accuracy. Two exceptional objects have been discovered: the NEO 2008 OS9 of the Apollo group, described in this paper, and a Centaur-type asteroid 2009 HW77 (Černis & Eglitis 2009 ).
The main goals of this paper are: the description of the discovery of the asteroid 2008 OS9, computing of its orbit using all astrometric observations, analysis of photometry of the asteroid, studying long-time evolution of its orbit and estimation of the influence of the Yarkovsky/YORP effects on the motion of this asteroid.
The discovery history of the asteroid is presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe its astrometric observations, computation of the orbit and its evolution, including close approaches with the terrestrial planets, and present ephemerides for its close approach to Earth in 2085, together with the discussion of the propagation of errors of the computed orbital elements. In Section 4 we calculate evolution of the orbital elements taking into account the Yarkovsky and YORP effects. Section 5 presents photometric measurements of the asteroid and the determination of its rotation period. Section 6 summarizes the main results.
DISCOVERY OF 2008 OS9
The asteroid 2008 OS9 was discovered on the night of 2008 July 29/30 (Černis & Eglitis 2008 and Figure 1 ) during a search for new asteroids with the 0.8/1.2 m Schmidt telescope and a CCD camera at the Baldone Observatory (Latvia). The search methodology for asteroids is described inČernis et al. (2007) . The asteroid was detected on three 480 s exposures as a fast moving object (2.24 ′′ /min) at the elongation 160
• . The object was identified on July 30 at about 10 h UT. K.Černis has made quick astrometric measurements of the new object of R = 17 mag and calculated its approximate position for the next nights. I. Eglitis began to hunt the asteroid at about 1
• south of the discovery position. After a few attempts, the object was found in images obtained on July 30.92 about 3
• SE from β Aqr, and about 6
• above the ecliptic. The two-night positions were reported to MPC, and the object was put in the NEO Confirmation Page. The discovery was confirmed after 16 hours on the same night (July 31.66) at the Moriyama Observatory (Japan, IAU code 900), observer Y. Ikari. The discovery time and position are listed in Table 1 . Follow-up astrometry and photometry of the asteroid was done on July 31, August 1 and August 6 with the Schmidt telescope of the Baldone Observatory and on August 1, 6 and 7 with the 1.65 m telescope of the Molėtai Observatory (Lithuania). The limiting R magnitude for the Schmidt telescope is about 21 for unfiltered CCD images with an exposure time of about 8 minutes. All astrometric measurements and reductions were done using the Astrometrica software (Raab 2003) . Reference stars were selected from the catalogs USNO-A2.0, USNO-B1.0 and UCAC-2.
ASTROMETRIC OBSERVATIONS AND THE ORBIT
At the Molėtai Observatory 581 astrometric positions (during three nights) and at the Baldone Observatory 249 astrometric positions (during four nights) of the asteroid were collected. The accuracy of astrometric observations was roughly from We calculated the orbit (Table 2 ) with the use of the OrbFit v.4.0 software.
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Except of planets, three massive asteroids, Ceres, Pallas and Vesta, were added as additional perturbers with the JPL NASA Ephemerides DE405. In Figure 2 the orbit projected on the ecliptic plane for the date of discovery, is presented. This orbit, combined with the apparent magnitude of the asteroid, gives the absolute magnitude H = 19.42. At the time of discovery the asteroid was 32.5 million km from Earth. Next, with the use of the method of multiple solution ) from the OrbFit software, we calculated orbits of 201 clones for the 3σ uncertainty around the nominal orbit of the asteroid. The clones cover statistically possible orbit variations. Each clone has the same rms as the nominal orbit, and the asteroid can move by one of the computed orbits. Then close approaches of the asteroid on the nominal orbit with the terrestrial planets up to MJD 92000 (JD = 2400000.5 + MJD) were calculated (Table 3) .
Orbital evolution of the clones from MJD 55000 to MJD 92000 shows that the clone with the serial number 200 exhibits the closest approach to Earth which happens on 2085-08-13.75173 or 82815.75173 MJD at 0.0722 AU (∼ 1695 Earth radii). For other clones the minimum distance from Earth is larger; for example, the clone 101 (nominal orbit) approaches to Earth on Earth on 2085-08-13.73926 or 82815.73926 MJD at 0.0723 AU. The accuracy of computations with the OrbFit software during forward and backward integration is described in Wlodarczyk (2008) , and the use of the multiple solution method in Wlodarczyk (2009) .
The geocentric nominal orbit near the date of the closest approach to Earth and the ephemerides for this date are given in Table 4 . With the OrbFit software we calculated differences in right ascension and declination between the clones for MJD 82815.0 (JD2482815.5) = 2085-08-13, i.e., 1 day before the closest approach to Earth. It was found that differences are about ± 0.25
• in RA and about ± 0.25
• in DEC. Consequently, the position of the asteroid has a relatively small uncertainty. Therefore, it should be no problem to find the asteroid at that time.
To facilitate predictions of its location, additional observations before 2085 are needed. More information about the error propagation of orbital elements is given in Wlodarczyk (2007) .
EVOLUTION OF THE ORBIT WITH AND WITHOUT YARKOVSKY AND YORP EFFECTS
The Yarkovsky and YORP (Yarkovsky-O'Keefe-Radzievskii-Paddack) effects are thermal radiation forces and torques that cause a drift of semimajor axes of small asteroids and meteoroids and a change their spin vectors (obliquities). Both effects are described in detail by Bottke et al. (2006) . Because the Yarkovsky force depends on the obliquity, we can expect a complicated interplay between the Yarkovsky and YORP effects (Broz 2003) . Therefore it is difficult to estimate the influence of the Yarkovsky and YORP effects on the motion of asteroids separately.
The result of the Yarkovsky effect is removal of small asteroids from the main belt to chaotic mean motion and secular apsidal or nodal resonance zones. Then they can be gradually transported to Earth-crossing orbits. Therefore the Yarkovsky and YORP effects are now considered in relation to objects crossing the Earth orbit (Milani et al. 2009; Kwiatkowski et al. 2010a,b,c) .
NEO asteroids, like 2008 OS9, have many close approaches to planets which change the values of semimajor axis, eccentricity and inclination masking the Yarkovsky and YORP effects but the mean values of da/dt, de/dt and di/dt, calculated with and without these effects, allow to estimate if these effects are present.
Physical parameters of 2008 OS9
For the estimation of influence of the Yarkovsky and YORP effects on the motion of 2008 OS9 it is necessary to compute and/or estimate some starting data: the temperature distribution on the surface and inside the asteroid, and for this we have to know its orbit, size, shape and mass, orientation of spin axis and axial rotation period, density of surface layers, albedo, thermal conductivity, capacity and infrared emissivity of the material. The physical parameters -bulk density, sub-surface density, thermal conductivity, specific thermal capacity and mean albedo of clones were taken from Broz (2003) and Giorgini et al. (2008) or they were assumed as given in Table 5 . The current rotation period of the asteroid is determined in this paper and found to be 8.430 h (see Section 5).
To calculate the Yarkovsky and YORP effects, the orientation of the spin axis of the asteroid is necessary. This parameter is unknown and therefore we took it as a random value. The values of the azimuth and the height of the spin axes in the ecliptical reference frame were taken from the interval (0, 360) deg and (-90,+90) deg, respectively. It was assumed that the infrared emissivity is equal to 1 for all clones. Table 5 . Typical values of the material thermal parameters for modeling the Yarkovsky and YORP effects used by Broz (2003) and Giorgini et al. (2008) For the determination of the albedo of the asteroid at least its B-V and V -R colors or polarimetric curve should be known. When these data are not available, the albedos of near-Earth asteroids are assumed to be 0.2 (Warner et al. 2009 ) since most of them belong to the S-complex. On the other hand, weighting different taxonomic types according to their relative abundances within the NEA, a mean albedo of 0.14 is received (Stuart 2003) .
The effective diameter D of 2008 OS9 was calculated by the formula from Fowler & Chillemi (1992) :
with the absolute magnitude H = 19.42 and different values of geometric albedo p v . For p v = 0.04 (C-type asteroid) the diameter is 867 m, and for p v = 0.20 (Stype asteroid) it is 388 m. The true diameter of 2008 OS9 probably is between these two values. In computations of the Yarkovsky and YORP effects we accept that the asteroid has a mean diameter of 600 m and its mean albedo is 0.15.
The influence of the Yarkovsky and YORP effects on the motion of 2008 OS9
First, we calculated orbital elements of 901 clones with the OrbFit software applying the multiple solution ) and setting 1σ errors. Then, the starting orbital elements of clones of 2008 OS9 and the planets were calculated for the same epoch using the Mercury software (Chambers 1999) . Next, the orbital elements were added as input files to the Swift software (Broz 2003) . This software allows us to calculate the evolution of orbital elements of clones without and with the Yarkovsky and YORP effects.
In Figure 3 we present differences of semi-major axis, eccentricity and inclination between clones in orbits computed with the Yarkovsky/YORP effects and without them in the time span of 1000 years forward. Each point corresponds to one clone. Small variations in semi-major axis, eccentricity and inclination caused by the Yarkovsky and YORP effects and propagated by the chaotic motion of asteroid are visible as the spread of points along the y axis. The asteroid has many close approaches to planets (Table 3) . Therefore, even small changes in the position of the asteroid in the phase space can lead to its different motion in the future (Wlodarczyk 2007) . We can see that the motion of some clones are more sensitive to changes in the semimajor axis, eccentricity and inclination. These changes are mainly caused by close approaches to planets.
Here we give the mean differences of the semi-major axis, eccentricity and inclination of the asteroid 2008 OS9 during the next 1000 years due to approaches to planets without the Yarkovsky/YORP effects and with these effects:
de/dt = (3.13 ± 1.56) × 10
di/dt = (−4.55 ± 2.27) × 10 −4 deg.
The value of da/dt for 2008 OS9 is of the same order as those values of da/dt connected with the Yarkovsky and YORP effects computed by other authors for different asteroids (Milani et al. 2009; Vokrouhlicky et al. 2000; Bottke 2004 and Chesley et al. 2008) .
It is difficult to estimate the variation errors of the orbital elements due to the Yarkovsky and YORP effects. Probably, the errors of the values of da/dt, de/dt and di/dt are smaller than 50% of the nominal value. The errors are connected mainly with uncertainty in physical parameters of the asteroid and with propagation of clones in the next millenium. In Milani et al. (2009) , the uncertainty on the computed da/dt is found to be ∼ 40%, only the uncertainty in diameter and density of the asteroid leads to 34% uncertainty.
PHOTOMETRY AND THE VARIABILITY PERIOD
Photometric measurements of the asteroid were done from CCD exposures with the IRAF software package. We used 508 CCD observational data from 4 nights (2008 July 31, August 1, 6 and 7), obtained with the 1.65 m reflector of the Molėtai Observatory (413 observations) and with the 0.80/1.2 m Schmidt telescope of the Baldone Observatory (95 observations).
Since the position of the telescope must be changed to follow the path of a fast moving object, the exposure times could not be long. For this reason the exposure time of 2008 OS9 for all observations was kept 30 s. We obtained about 900 CCD frames during the nights of stable atmospheric transparency, however not all observations were suitable for photometry due to overlapping with stars. Only 508 measurements of good quality were chosen. The exposures were taken without any filter, so the passband was very broad and defined only by the CCD sensitivity curve. The sensitivity curves of CCDs (transformed to the energy scale) used in both observatories, shown in Figure 4 , are similar. Other two response curves shown in the same figure correspond to the POSS-2 magnitudes B and R and are taken from Reid et al. (1991) .
The differences between the CCD magnitudes of the Molėtai and Baldone systems, and the POSS-2 R magnitude were investigated by synthetic photometry convolving spectral energy distribution curves of 49 spectral and luminosity classes from Straižys & Sviderskiene (1972) and the response curves from Figure 4 . These differences are plotted in Figures 5 and 6 as the functions of the B-R color. Due to large and non-linear color equations the transformation of magnitudes from CCD systems to R is complicated. To escape color transformation, we decided to use the comparison stars in a narrow interval of the B-R color.
The comparison stars (20 in number) along the asteroid path were selected from the USNO B1.0 catalog (Monet et al. 2003 ) with color indices B2-R2 between 0.6 and 1.0 (mostly F-G dwarfs) and mostly brighter than the asteroid. In Figures  5 and 6 , stars in this interval are shown as filled circles. We expect the spectral energy distribution of the stars, selected in this way, is similar to that of the asteroid. This allows to consider that the magnitudes of the asteroid obtained are in the R system of POSS-2. Each night a few comparison stars were used, and this has increased the accuracy of the asteroid magnitudes. On different nights different sets of comparison stars have been used. The absolute errors of zeropoints on different nights should be not larger than 0.02-0.03 mag.
In the first stage, the asteroid and the comparison stars were measured using APPHOT, a subroutine of the IRAF software in the circular aperture mode. Every frame was corrected for bias and flatfielding, the Baldone data were corrected also for the dark current. Since the Moletai CCD was cooled by liquid nitrogen, the dark current corrections were needless. In the Baldone exposures the signal-tonoise ratio was about 25-30, the rms errors were about ± 0.025 mag. In the Molėtai exposures the signal-to-noise ratio was up to 50, and the rms errors were about ± 0.013 mag. The results are given in the column R of Table 6 . The table also gives the magnitudes m1 given by the Astrometrica software. These magnitudes are obtained taking the magnitudes of the comparison stars from the USNO-B1 catalog, neglecting the presence of color equation between the CCD and R magnitudes. Therefore, these magnitudes are of low accuracy (rms errors not less than ± 0.1 mag) and were not used in searching the rotation period of the asteroid.
From the brightness variations we have attempted to derive the rotation period of the asteroid using the Period 04 software (Lenz & Breger 2005) . Analysis of 508 IRAF measurements suggests that the rotation period is 8.430 ± 0.005 h with an amplitude of 0.272 mag. Marginal systematic deviations of 0.037 mag in the Molėtai data with a period of 1.2 h are present. In the light curve, shown in Figure  7 , the phases are calculated taking 0.0 for 2008 August 1.990. Observations cover 17 cycles during six days. Total observational time was 9.6 h. Since the rotation period of the asteroid is approximately multiple to a day length, the distribution of points along the phases is not uniform. This rotation period is in agreement with other asteroids of similar sizes which have periods between 2 and 10 hours (Pravec 2008 3. The orbit of the asteroid, combined with its apparent brightness, gives the absolute magnitude H = 19.42 and the diameter between 390 m and 870 m, taking albedos of S-type and C-type asteroids, respectively.
4. Photometric data from 508 CCD exposures were obtained with the mean accuracy ± 0.025 mag for the Baldone data and ± 0.013 mag for the Molėtai data. The analysis of photometric results gives the rotation period 8.430 ± 0.005 h and the amplitude 0.27 mag.
5. The calculated ephemerides of the asteroid show that its nearest close approach to Earth is expected on 2085-08-14 at 0.07 AU distance with the positional uncertainty of about 0.5
• . 6. The mean values of differences of orbital elements computed with and without the Yarkovsky and YORP effects during the next millenium are calculated.
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